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Abstract: Corporations increasingly use personal data to offer individuals different products and
prices. I present first-of-its-kind evidence about how U.S. consumers assess the fairness of companies
using personal information in this way. Drawing on a nationally representative survey that asks
respondents to rate how fair or unfair it is for car insurers and lenders to use various sorts of
information—from credit scores to web browser history to residential moves—I find that everyday
Americans make strong moral distinctions among types of data, even when they are told data
predict consumer behavior (insurance claims and loan defaults, respectively). Open-ended responses
show that people adjudicate fairness by drawing on shared understandings of whether data are
logically related to the predicted outcome and whether the categories companies use conflate
morally distinct individuals. These findings demonstrate how dynamics long studied by economic
sociologists manifest in legitimating a new and important mode of market allocation.
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COMPANIES increasingly use personal data to predict how consumers will be-
have and offer them different products, prices, and levels of service. Com-

panies collect information about individuals from corporate and government
databases, devices like cell phones, and in-person interactions and then circulate
it, commodity-like, through networks of data brokers for use across organizations
(Fourcade and Healy 2017b; Zuboff 2019). What a company offers a consumer
and what it asks him or her to pay now may depend on any number of personal
details, such as web browser history, driving patterns, debit card activity, exercise
habits, marital status, drug prescriptions, and more. Companies justify this use of
data with appeals to the virtues of personalization: people enter the market with
different preferences, risk profiles, and abilities to pay, which makes it legitimate,
desirable even, for people to receive different things in return (Cohen 2013; Rule
2009; Seaver 2015).

The use of personal data in determining market outcomes is reshaping the
economic lives of everyday Americans—and yet we know little about the extent to
which Americans think various sorts of personal data are fair to use in this way.1

This article offers first-of-its-kind insight into this question, drawing on an original,
nationally representative survey of 1,095 U.S. adults asked to evaluate the fairness
of companies using 16 types of data in two market settings: car insurance and
consumer lending. It is possible that Americans are broadly at ease with companies
using all sorts of data to differentiate. In economic contexts, Americans often think
it is fair for different people to get different things (Hochschild 1981; Kluegel and
Smith 1986), an outlook reinforced by cultural celebration of markets as efficient
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and good. That said, economic sociologists consistently show that people make
moral distinctions in market settings and get offended when transactions mismatch
the relationship at hand (Bandelj 2020; Wherry 2016; Zelizer 1996, 2012) or when
the underlying categories markets depend on betray broader moral commitments
(Fourcade and Healy 2007; Kiviat 2019b; Zelizer 1979). Despite industry’s efforts
at commodification, data may retain social and moral meaning, dictating how
Americans think they ought to be used.

How everyday Americans morally evaluate the corporate use of personal data is
an important question because these innovations in labeling and sorting consumers
represent a powerful new mode of stratification. As Fourcade and Healy (2013)
argue, markets no longer simply reflect inequalities tied to class structure and
ascriptive traits like race and sex. Companies now have the power to create fresh
positions of advantage and disadvantage based on whom they expect to be the
most profitable customers. The ways companies categorize individuals give rise to
distinctions that are materially and symbolically meaningful. People pay more or
less for products, get better or worse loan terms, wait on longer or shorter telephone
queues, encounter sympathy or suspicion when filing insurance claims, and so
on. A key component of any system of stratification is a set of cultural beliefs that
legitimate why some people wind up better or worse off (Della Fave 1980; Shepelak
1987); this article offers insight into the current state of such beliefs.

The results of the survey reveal that Americans make strong moral distinctions
among the types of personal data used in market transactions. Quantitative findings
show that people think about data fairness in market-specific ways and that newer
forms of data that capture the ostensibly free actions of individuals are at times
judged no more favorably than ascriptive traits such as race and sex. Within each
market, Americans are largely unified in their beliefs that some sorts of data are
permissible and others are proscribed, yet many other types of data fall in between.
For these unsettled data, Americans often hold strong but opposing opinions. Open-
ended responses reveal that behind this fragmentation sit different views about
whether data are related to what companies are trying to predict and whether data
group people in morally consistent ways. Taken together, these findings point
to a deep disconnect between corporate practice and everyday Americans’ moral
intuitions—as well as to pathways by which Americans’ opinions may ultimately
be swayed as corporations work to institutionalize their version of fairness and
policymakers increasingly push back.

The Corporate Use of Personal Data

Corporations today have more access to data about individuals than ever before,
thanks to a boom in digital information and brokers that circulate it. Companies
use these data to categorize and rank consumers in order to more profitably decide
whom to offer what (Fourcade and Healy 2017a; Rule 2009; Zuboff 2019). The
options and prices a person sees may now depend on a wide array of personal
details, from cell phone use to retail purchase history to credit score and college
major. Aside from a few verboten categories, such as race, companies rarely make
normative distinctions among the data used for these purposes (Moor and Lury
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2018; Williams, Brooks, and Shmargad 2018; Zwick and Knott 2009). What is
important is whether data help predict which consumers are the valuable ones.
The goal, then, is to collect as much data as possible, irrespective of an intuitive
connection to the task at hand (Fourcade and Healy 2017b). As the CEO of a
company using unconventional data for lending decisions put it, “all data is credit
data” (Deville and van der Velden 2016:94). The remark points to a belief in the
potential usefulness of any information that can be had as well as the permissibility
of using it.

Economic sociologists show that markets depend on particular moral orienta-
tions, even when those orientations are naturalized and difficult to see (Fourcade
and Healy 2007). In this new ecosystem of mass data use, personalization is as-
sumed to be a moral good—not only the path to increased profit, but also the mark
of a more rightful market. Companies portray individualization as a way to give
people what they like and want, as well as what they deserve, by more precisely
identifying who is creditworthy, insurable, price sensitive, and so on (Cohen 2013;
Fourcade and Healy 2017b; Seaver 2015). Bolstering this ethos is that many new
types of data are “behavioral” in that they capture traces of information people
leave behind as they go about their day-to-day lives, the product of seemingly
volitional decisions for which people can ostensibly be held accountable. The fact
that data appear to be about people as individuals, rather than members of so-
cial groups, lends further legitimacy (Fourcade 2016; Krippner 2017; Starr 1992),
although scholars underscore that data can act invisibly as a proxy for race, sex,
and other traits people do not control (Barocas and Selbst 2016; Gandy 2009; Noble
2018).

Credit and insurance, the industries examined in this article, are forerunners of
this new style of capitalism. Lenders and insurers have long collected information
about individuals in order to predict how they will behave—whether they will, say,
default on a loan or file an insurance claim—and then adjust offerings as a result.
When companies predict that a person will be a costly customer, they charge that
person a higher interest rate or larger premium or deny a loan or policy altogether.
This represents a profit-making strategy as well as a moral understanding that
people rightly bear the cost of their own risk (Baker and Simon 2002; Kiviat 2019a;
Stone 1993). In the United States, the use of personal data in car insurance and
consumer lending is institutionalized and well known.

Even so, recent decades have witnessed a series of public policy debates about
which sorts of personal data lenders and insurers can fairly use in differentiating
among consumers. Starting in the 1960s, policymakers at both the state and federal
levels worked to prevent market decisions, including those about credit and insur-
ance, from hinging on certain social markers, such as race, religion, and national
origin (Avraham, Logue, and Schwarcz 2014; Capon 1982; Krippner 2017). In more
recent years, as companies have expanded the information they use to slot and sort
consumers, policymakers have occasionally raised alarm, questioning lenders’ use
of, among other things, unpaid medical debt, college major, utility bill payment, and
social media connections (Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 2014; Task Force
on Financial Technology 2019). In car insurance, policymakers have investigated
the use of credit scores, web browser history, zip codes, education level, data from
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devices that track driving in real time, and more (Banham 2015; Karapiperis et al.
2015; Kiviat 2019b; State of New Jersey Department of Banking and Insurance 2008).

To justify using a particular type of data, companies often point out that the data
mathematically predict an outcome of legitimate interest, such as tendency to repay
money on time. For example, when American Express was pilloried in the press
for using data about where people shop to set credit card limits, a spokesperson
defended the practice by arguing that “it’s purely math” (Teegardin 2008; see also
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 2010). That data predict functions
as a moral justification, albeit a thin one that is prone to challenge (Hellman 1997;
Underwood 1979). Studying policy debate about the use of credit scores in car
insurance pricing, Kiviat (2019b) shows that for policymakers to accept predictive
data as fair, they also needed to be convinced of palatable causal connections
between data and outcome and that using the data did not improperly group
people with distinct moral standing (e.g., those with bad credit from irresponsible
behavior vs. those with bad credit through no fault of their own).

Consumer Views on Economic Differentiation and Data
Use

Although the literature offers insight into how corporate and policy elites make
distinctions among fair and unfair data, we have little corresponding evidence
about the beliefs of everyday Americans. It is possible that consumers take the
same view as corporations, that markets fairly differentiate on the basis of all kinds
of information. When it comes to economic matters, as opposed to, say, politics or
home life, Americans tend to define fairness through differentiation, assuming that
people are “different in ways that usually call for unequal allocations” (Hochschild
1981:51; Kelley and Evans 1993). Those who can pay more buy more, those who are
more skilled earn more, and so on—a state of affairs generally seen as unproblematic
in part because of widespread American belief in a person’s ability to choose freely
and control his or her own fate (Kluegel and Smith 1986; McCall 2013; Shepelak
1987). This, combined with general faith in markets, suggests that Americans may
be broadly at ease with companies using personal data to give different people
different things.

That said, two perennial lessons from economic sociology about how people
make distinctions in market settings suggest that Americans may instead hold more
discerning views about which data companies can fairly use to allocate resources.
First, economic transactions are deeply relational and full of social meaning (Bandelj
2020; Wherry 2016; Zelizer 1996). In economic exchange, people seek out what
Zelizer (2012:151) calls “viable matches,” demonstrating that the appropriateness
of a transaction and its constituent parts depends on who the exchange partner
is and the nature of the relationship (e.g., Polletta and Tufail 2014; Velthuis 2005).
When aspects of an exchange do not align, the response is often “anger, shock, or
ridicule” (Zelizer [1994] 2017:19). Similarly, privacy scholars show that opinions
about who rightly sees information are relational and context dependent (Anthony,
Campos-Castillo, and Horne 2017; Martin and Nissenbaum 2016; Smith 2018).2
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People provide medical history to doctors and credit history to mortgage brokers,
but most would balk at switching the two. This suggests that Americans may make
distinctions among types of personal data based on whether they perceive the data
to match the transaction at hand.

The second lesson is that markets depend upon systems of moral categorization
(Fourcade and Healy 2007; Massengill and Reynolds 2010). At the extreme, cultural
notions about what counts as sacred preclude certain things from being traded in the
market in the first place (Healy 2006; Quinn 2008; Zelizer 1979). Yet even if there is
widespread agreement that it is appropriate for markets to allocate a given resource,
broader understandings about right and wrong, about value and worth, shape what
people take to be legitimate parameters of exchange (Almeling 2007; Anteby 2010;
Spillman 1999). Notably, these ideas are socially constructed and change over time,
reflecting cultural shifts and the evolving interests of powerful actors (Homans
1974; Thompson 1971). Once, a defensible argument for paying married men more
was that they had families to support, but no longer. This suggests that as people
adjudicate which data are fair for companies to use in deciding who gets what, they
will draw on moral understandings that transcend the market and judge harshly
when market categories undermine more generalized normative commitments.

In the U.S. context, there’s reason to believe those more generalized norma-
tive commitments may include ideas about agency, individual responsibility, and
deservingness. Writing about the legitimate bases of social classification, Starr
(1992) argues that in a liberal state such as the United States, people are likely
to be most at ease with rewards tied to voluntary and meritorious behavior and
with disadvantage tied to blameworthy acts individuals could have taken steps to
avoid—rather than, say, immutable traits or social class (see also, Rubinstein 1988;
Underwood 1979). This pattern is visible in a range of debates about the legitimate
distribution of economic resources, from the role of meritocracy in who gets jobs
and large incomes (Sauder 2020; Sherman 2017) to the primacy of deservingness in
the allocation of state benefits (Watkins-Hayes and Kovalsky 2016; Steensland 2006).
As companies increasingly turn to “behavioral” data—those arising from specific
individuals’ actions—some scholars suggest that differentiated market outcomes
will strike people as natural and right (Fourcade 2016; Fourcade and Healy 2017b),
a perspective that makes sense given broader cultural belief in holding people
accountable for their own actions.

Past research on data use in car insurance and lending offers some, but limited,
insight into how everyday Americans make moral distinctions. Recent years have
seen a series of one-off surveys, typically in conjunction with policy debates about
controversial types of data. These surveys, often funded by industry or advocacy
organizations, show, for example, that everyday Americans generally think the
use of credit scores in car insurance pricing is unfair (Heller and Styczynski 2016;
O’Leary, Richards, and Quinlan 2013).3 Yet, to the best of my knowledge, no extant
survey compares fairness judgments across data types across industry, sources of
variation that are fruitful for disambiguating reactions to the use of data from the
use of particular data from the use of particular data in particular contexts. Nor do
these surveys specify that companies hold data to be mathematically predictive,
a potentially important qualifier for moral evaluations. In these ways, the survey
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used in this article, described in the next section, goes further and promises to offer
a more nuanced theoretical understanding of everyday Americans’ beliefs about
corporate data use.

Data and Methods

This article draws on a survey of 1,095 respondents designed to be representative
of the U.S. adult population.4 Each respondent saw two scenarios, presented in
random order. In the first scenario, a car insurance company planned to use various
sorts of personal data to predict who would file insurance claims and then charge
those people higher prices for car insurance or not sell them insurance at all. In the
second scenario, a lender planned to use various sorts of data to predict who would
fail to repay a loan on time and then charge those people higher interest rates or
not lend to them at all. In each case, respondents were told that the companies
had done statistical analysis and had said that each type of information helped to
predict insurance claims or loan nonrepayment. The full prompts appear in the
online supplement.

After seeing each scenario, respondents were asked to rate the fairness of using
each sort of data and, for a subset of data types, to explain their answers. The closed-
ended scale consisted of five options: Very Fair (5), Somewhat Fair (4), Neither Fair
nor Unfair (3), Somewhat Unfair (2), and Very Unfair (1).5 Respondents evaluated
one type of data at a time, presented in random order. The open-ended prompts
reminded respondents of their answers and then asked for an explanation; for
example, “Earlier in this survey, you said that in deciding how much to charge for
car insurance, it would be Somewhat Fair for a car insurance company to use data
from a device in the person’s car that tracks what time of day or night they drive.
Please explain your thinking.”6 The survey thus captured both quick-response
moral intuitions and more deliberative moral reasoning (DiMaggio 1997; Lizardo et
al. 2016; Vaisey 2009).

For each scenario, respondents rated 16 types of data, most of which are currently
used by car insurers and/or lenders or are highly sought-after data assets in the
broader “big data” economy. Table 1 lists each type of data, described the way
respondents saw it. I included data according to four criteria. First, I included
data that could be easily understood as either behavioral or nonbehavioral (e.g.,
speeding tickets and grocery store purchases vs. race and sex). Second, I included
data that might be construed as either matched or mismatched to each industry
(e.g., accident history vs. a person’s Facebook posts). Third, I included data that
are banned by law (e.g., race/ethnicity) to establish comparison with what would
presumably be some of the least favorably rated data. And fourth, I included data
that are the subject of current public policy debate (e.g., the payment of various
sorts of bills, which factor prominently in discussions about “alternative” credit
data).

Many of the data types respondents evaluated carry substantial weight in car
insurance and lending decisions. Major factors in how car insurers price policies
include accident history, speeding tickets, sex, credit score, and zip code (National
Association of Insurance Commissioners 2011), while consumer lenders rely heavily
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Table 1: Types of data respondents rated as fair or unfair to use

Car Insurance

A person’s accident history
How many speeding tickets a person gets
A person’s connections, posts, and “likes” on social media sites like Facebook
The number of addresses a person has lived at in the past 5 years
Data from a device in the person’s car that tracks how much they slam on the
brakes, accelerate hard, and turn sharply while driving
A person’s credit report or credit score
How much money a person makes
A person’s level of education (e.g., high school, college)
A person’s sex/gender
A person’s race/ethnicity
Which web sites a person visits
Data from a device in the person’s car that tracks where they drive
A record of what the person buys at the grocery store
Whether a person rents or owns their home
Data from a device in the person’s car that tracks what time of day or night they
drive
The zip code a person lives in

Consumer Lending

The number of addresses a person has lived at in the past 5 years
A person’s connections, posts, and “likes” on social media sites like Facebook
How often a person pays the cable TV bill on time
A person’s credit report or credit score
How much money a person makes
How often the person pays the utility bill on time
A person’s sex/gender
A person’s race/ethnicity
Which web sites a person visits
What subjects the person studied in college (i.e., a person’s major)
How often the person pays the rent on time
A record of what the person buys at the grocery store
How many speeding tickets a person gets
The zip code a person lives in
How often the person pays the childcare bill on time
Whether a person smokes

Note: Respondents saw data types one at a time and in random order.

on credit history and income. Other data, such as education level in car insur-
ance and residential mobility in lending, are used less universally but can still
substantially change what consumers pay (Boyle 2016; Florida Office of Insurance
Regulation 2007). Less traditional data increasingly hold influence over decisions,
as well. Large, established firms are quickly adopting some sorts of information
(e.g., rent and utility bill payment in lending and real-time telematics driving data
in car insurance), while start-ups trying to gain a competitive foothold have focused
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on others (e.g., college major and social media data in lending) (Experian 2019;
Karapiperis et al. 2015; Robinson and Yu 2014).

To analyze the results of the survey, I drew on both the quantitative, closed-
ended questions and qualitative responses to the open-ended prompts. For the
quantitative results, I applied weights designed to make the survey nationally
representative.7 For the free-text responses, I began by reading answers to each
open-ended question and writing a memo to capture common and theoretically
interesting answers. I then returned to the data for a second round of reading and
memo-writing in order to identify similarities and differences across data types.
Finally, I assigned codes to each open-ended response, which helped me more
precisely see how responses clustered by evaluations of data being fair versus
unfair. In this part of the analysis, after considering each response category on
its own, I collapsed together Very Fair and Somewhat Fair, and Very Unfair and
Somewhat Unfair, to make the major differences between fairness and unfairness
more salient.

The framing of the scenarios used in this survey leads to three important scope
conditions for the findings that follow. First, I specified that the car insurer and
lender wanted to use the data for reasons generally understood as legitimate:
predicting insurance claims and loan defaults. To the extent the goal of using data is
itself morally suspect, Americans may make blunter, negative judgments about data
use.8 Second, I specified that companies wanted to use the data because statistical
analysis showed each type of information to be mathematically predictive of the
outcome of interest. This likely biased respondents in the direction of evaluating
data use as fair. Finally, the scenarios said nothing about the effect using data would
have on who received car insurance and loans or how much they would pay. The
distribution of resources that results from data use is often fodder for moral claims
(e.g., that data use expands access to markets or disproportionately disadvantages
racial minorities). I return to the relevance of such arguments in the discussion
section below.

Findings

Figures 1 and 2 present the quantitative results. Figure 1 presents findings for
car insurance and Figure 2 for lending decisions. The overarching takeaway is
that everyday Americans make sharp moral distinctions among the types of data
companies use to differentiate. The figures show that Americans, taken as a whole,
perceive some sorts of data as fair to use (those toward the top), whereas they view
other sorts of data as overwhelmingly unfair (those toward the bottom). Although
Americans may broadly endorse differentiation in market contexts, that does not
mean all forms of differentiation pass moral muster. People believe that the market
rightly differentiates on some—but far from all—grounds. (Tables A1 and A2 in
the online supplement show standard errors for the means presented in Figures 1
and 2.)

Notably, data that Americans see as fair to use in one market domain, they
often see as unfair to use in another. In some cases, the difference is quite large.
Whereas 75 percent of respondents consider car insurers’ use of speeding tickets
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Figure 1:How Americans rate the fairness of companies using various types of data in car insurance decisions.
Notes: Survey conducted by YouGov for the author February 11 to 14, 2019. N = 1, 095. Values weighted to
be nationally representative.

to be somewhat or very fair, only 33 percent of respondents say the same about
lenders using these data. Similarly, whereas 68 percent of respondents think it is
somewhat or very fair for lenders to consider a person’s credit report or score, only
36 percent say it is somewhat or very fair for car insurance companies to do so.
Americans do not think about the fairness of companies using personal data in a
generalized way. Rather, fairness dictates that certain data can be used for some,
but not other, purposes.

Within each figure, the data can be interpreted as falling into three clusters. Data
in the rows near the top and bottom of each figure reflect that Americans broadly
agree that some data are permissible and other data are proscribed. For example,
three-quarters of respondents consider it somewhat or very fair for car insurers
to use accident history and for lenders to use rent payment history; about just as
large a share of respondents judge it somewhat or very unfair for car insurers to use
grocery store purchases and for lenders to use race and ethnicity.

Yet for many other sorts of data, Americans as a group are far from unified
in their opinions. For these unsettled data, Americans at times hold strong, but
conflicting views. Approximately one-third (36 percent) of respondents say that it
is somewhat or very fair for lenders to use the number of addresses a person has
had, whereas approximately one-third (37 percent) say such data is somewhat or
very unfair to use. Other data are even more polarizing. For example, 20 percent
of respondents say it is very fair for a car insurer to use data from a device that
tracks how a person drives, whereas 19 percent of respondents say using such
data is very unfair.9 Figure 3 plots the variance of responses for each sort of data
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Figure 2: How Americans rate the fairness of companies using various types of data in lending decisions.
Notes: Survey conducted by YouGov for the author February 11 to 14, 2019. N = 1, 095. Values weighted to
be nationally representative.

in the car insurance question (collapsing together Somewhat and Very Fair, and
Somewhat and Very Unfair), and Figure 4 does the same for each sort of data in the
lending question. The large variances that correspond to the data types appearing
in the middle of each list demonstrate a lack of consensus among respondents about
whether these data are fair to use or not.

Importantly, data seeming “behavioral” is not a consistent moral demarcation.
Data that capture the ostensibly deliberate actions of individuals can register as
either permissible, proscribed, or unsettled. In both Figures 1 and 2, three archetyp-
ical examples of behavioral data—web browser history, social media use, and retail
(grocery) purchases—appear at the very bottom, alongside race and sex, ascriptive
traits that since the 1970s have been largely taboo in allocative decisions and banned
from most market transactions.10 Yet other behavioral markers—smoking, timely
bill payment, speeding tickets—appear significantly higher in the figures, with
considerably greater proportions of respondents deeming the data as fair to use.

Especially telling is variation across three types of telematics driving data, which
are collected from a device in a person’s car. Respondents may have generalized
concerns about electronic monitoring and the collection of data from personally
intimate spaces, but that does not stop them from deeming some data collected in
this way as fairer to use than others. Whereas 50 percent of respondents think it
is somewhat or very fair for a car insurer to use data about how a person drives
(whether they slam on the brakes, turn sharply, etc.), only about 30 percent think it
is somewhat or very fair for a car insurer to use data about where or when a person
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Figure 3: Variances of responses for each sort of data in the car insurance question. Note: Collapsed response
categories used to calculate variances (Somewhat/Very Unfair; Neither Fair nor Unfair; Somewhat/Very
Fair).

drives. Americans think it is fair for companies to hold people accountable for
some, but not other, behaviors.

To better understand these patterns in the quantitative data, I turn to respon-
dents’ free-text explanations of why they rated certain types of data as fair or unfair
to use. In the next three sections of this article, I describe the dominant explanation
offered by respondents rating data use as fair; the major hang-up of respondents
rating data use as unfair; and how these two dynamics, taken together, account for
why so many data types remain unsettled.

Relatedness and Judging Data as Fair to Use

Respondents explained rating data use as fair in a variety of ways, but one expla-
nation appeared much more frequently than the rest: that the data were related
(or relevant) to the transaction at hand.11 To a large extent, this meant that using
the data would help the company achieve its goal of predicting either insurance
claims or loan defaults. Here, it is important to remember that in both car insurance
and lending, using personal data to make predictions about individuals is firmly
institutionalized and that these two predictions in particular are broadly taken to be
legitimate ones to make. Under this scope condition, data were adjudicated as fair
when they were taken to be accurate indicators of the outcome they were meant to
predict.

Respondents established relatedness in two ways. The first was mathematical.
The survey prompt told respondents that each type of data was statistically linked
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Figure 4: Variances of responses for each sort of data in the lending question. Note: Collapsed response
categories used to calculate variances (Somewhat/Very Unfair; Neither Fair nor Unfair; Somewhat/Very
Fair).

to the outcome of interest, and some respondents referred back to this in justifying
data use as fair. For example, one respondent, explaining why it would be fair for
a car insurer to use how many addresses a person has had, wrote, “If there is a
statistical correlation between how often you move and accident history, this seems
like a fair thing to consider.” Or, as another wrote about a lender using the same
information, “If that’s a factor [in] how likely they are to pay money back it’s fair.”

Yet invocations of mathematical relatedness paled in frequency compared with
explanations of logical relatedness, by which I mean connections people draw
through reasoning about how the world works. Prior research has shown that moral
claims rooted in statistical relationships are fragile and can lose legitimacy when
not backed up by more intuitive explanations of why two things are related (Kiviat
2019b; Underwood 1979). That dynamic was on strong display as respondents
offered up reasons why it made logical sense that various data types would have
bearing on insurance claims and loan defaults.

Such logical relatedness took two forms. First, respondents assumed that people
would act similarly in new situations that were analogous to ones in which they had
already been observed. For example, when asked about a lender using television
bill payments, one respondent wrote, “If you don’t pay other bills on time it is
probably a good indicator if you would pay off a loan. I believe any bill would be
fair to use.” Bill payment here is seen as similar to loan payment (other bills), which
makes it logical to expect the same behavior and fair to hold the person accountable.

In the second form of logical relatedness, respondents assumed that past be-
havior was indicative of a person’s internal disposition or character and that this
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would carry over to a new situation. For example, one respondent, explaining
why it would be fair for a car insurer to consider a person’s credit history, wrote,
“If a person is responsible in their credit, they’re more likely to be a responsible
driver.” Or, as a respondent explaining the fairness of a lender using number of past
addresses wrote, “It show[s] if you are stable or not. A person that do[es] not move
a lot is more likely to pay their loan back.” In these examples, respondents took
data as signals of people’s inherent qualities—marks not simply of what people do
but of who they are.

Two aspects of this are worth noting. First, respondents who assumed that
data shed light on a person’s disposition often did so with moralized language,
using words such as responsible, reliable, trustworthy, reckless, transient, unstable,
dangerous, and other morally thick concepts. This is significant because rendering
people in these terms inculcates notions of fault, blame, and merit, which lend moral
legitimacy to people winding up better or worse off at the hands of the market.

The second aspect worth noting is that a focus on personal disposition, rather
than situational similarly, enables data to reach further, into a broader range of new
situations. Utility bill and loan payments are similar enough that most respondents
simply said that paying one would indicate paying the other. Yet for other sorts
of data that were less alike—number of past address, for example—respondents
were more likely to turn to justifications about individuals’ presumably unchanging
personal traits. Using data to essentialize people helps make those data seem fair to
use in more distant market settings.

Morally Heterogeneous Categories and Judging Data Use as Unfair

One way that respondents justified evaluating data use as unfair was to deem the
data unrelated or irrelevant: the mirror image of the response described above.
Sometimes respondents pushed back against mathematical relatedness, denying
that a correlation actually existed. At other times, respondents challenged that the
relationship was logical. As one respondent, discussing the use of credit scores
by car insurers, wrote, “If I miss a payment to a credit card, or even have a house
foreclosure it doesn’t [a]ffect my ability to drive or how safely I drive.” Yet, although
common, questioning relatedness in broad strokes was not the dominant way
respondents justified judging data use as unfair.

Rather, what permeated responses was the sense that data improperly conflated
morally distinct situations and behaviors.12 For example, many respondents who
said it would be unfair for lenders or car insurers to consider number of past
addresses pointed out that although moving can be a red flag (as in the case of
eviction), many moves are perfectly legitimate—as when one moves for a better job,
to be close to family, to attend college, because of a military transfer, and so on. As
one respondent explained, “There are way too many reasons why a person would
move (or not) over time... Sometimes moving is good, sometimes not. Since the
number of houses a person lived in is not a reliable indicator by itself, I consider it
to be unfair.” Respondents saw moving as a morally heterogenous act, and so simply
knowing that a person had changed addresses, with no additional context, could
not be fairly linked to market outcomes.
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Across data types, one piece of context some respondents felt to be problemati-
cally missing was whether a person had been in control of the situation that gave
rise to the data. Respondents pointed out that medical bills can lead to lower credit
scores, spiking rents can drive people to move, ex-spouses can delay childcare
payments, freezing winters can make utility bills unaffordable, and so on. Although
data may be construed as reflecting people’s choices, respondents acknowledged
that choices can be constrained to the point of not really being choices at all, and
therefore (they argued) not a fair basis for increasing prices.

One interpretation of concern about morally heterogenous data is that it reflects
an inherent tension of statistical prediction: that predictions are about what is true
on average for a group of people, and yet those who receive treatment are specific
individuals (Barry and Charpentier 2020; Gandy 2009; Schauer 2003). Indeed, at
times respondents referred to the fact that although predictions might “work” in the
aggregate, they were nonetheless unfair to certain individuals. As one respondent
wrote, “[T]he number of times a person has moved may statistically work for the
lender (people in general), [but] for the individual it may be totally irrelevant and
be grossly unfair. In my youth I moved a lot, but I have never failed [to] pay a loan
in my life.” Or, as another respondent explained about lenders using the timeliness
of childcare payments, “They are surmising your total character based upon one
event. While statistically this may work for them, for the individual this may not
work at all and be totally unfair.”

Yet to conclude that Americans think it unfair to hold individuals accountable
for group averages as a general rule elides an important distinction. The problem is
not that people have been grouped but that they have been inappropriately grouped.
When the boundaries of a group capture too many different sorts of people and
behavior, holding each individual responsible for the average is likely to assign
blame where it does not belong, a sort of moral ecological fallacy.

Consider, for example, differences in how respondents reacted to two types of
telematics driving data: information about how often a person slams on the brakes,
turns sharply, and accelerates quickly, and information about what time of day or
night a person drives. Respondents only occasionally saw moral distinctions in the
former (e.g., driving recklessly vs. slamming on the brakes to avoid an accident)
but frequently did in the latter. Driving late at night, which respondents presumed
to be the “bad” behavior insurers were interested in, was routinely described as
potentially legitimate, given the demands of work, elder care, and so on. As one
respondent colorfully explained, “A person might have to work 3rd shift or be a
drug dealer. Both work at night and shouldn’t be judged on the same criteria.” What
respondents saw as unfair was that people who were meaningfully different might
wind up looking the same in the data and therefore receive the same treatment.

Competing Cultural Meanings as the Key to Unsettled Data

Taken all together, these findings show that people assign social and moral meaning
to personal data in market settings. In both rhetoric and action, companies treat data
as commodities—interchangeable bits that are unproblematically transferred from
one situation to the next. Yet to everyday Americans, personal information is not
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so easily stripped from broader context. Just as people find ways to imbue money
and other seemingly fungible aspects of markets with social and moral significance
(Zelizer [1994] 2017), respondents worked to establish what data meant (cf. Levy
2013). This is noteworthy because respondents knew the data were mathematically
predictive; that is, they had at their disposal a way to morally reason that did not
require digging deeper into data’s meaning. Nonetheless, that is what most of them
did.

This, then, brings us back to Figures 1 and 2. Looking again at the data in the
topmost and bottommost rows, those which Americans broadly consider permissible
or proscribed, we can take this consistency of opinion to mean that people generally
agree about what the data signify. Accident history is “obviously” related to car
insurance claims in a way that what one buys at the grocery store is “obviously”
not. In one case, there is a culturally shared understanding for construing accidents
as logically and morally connected to claims, and in the other case the toolkit is
empty: there is no schema to grab for, and so using the data is overwhelmingly
judged as unfair.

The most interesting parts of the figures may then be the middle rows, those in
which Americans as a group hold strong but opposing viewpoints. What makes
data unsettled? The answer, I suggest, is that the broader culture provides fodder for
competing social meanings, in terms of either relatedness or moral categorization.
A person who moves around a lot may be running from financial obligations or
working their way up the corporate ladder. Someone who drives late at night may
be bar hopping or heading to the second of two jobs to keep food on the table. When
people don’t agree on what data mean, then neither will they agree on whether
those data are fair to use.

Importantly, social meanings vary by market, and therefore so do fairness
assessments. Recall, for example, that respondents think it much fairer for car
insurers than lenders to use speeding tickets. This makes sense given that there is a
logical connection between tickets and insurance claims—that is to say, a dominant
cultural narrative that holds car accidents are caused by individuals being reckless
behind the wheel.13 To justify the fairness of using speeding tickets for lending,
respondents must reach further, relying on an essentializing schema that says people
who speed are reckless and that a reckless disposition will translate into blowing
off loan payments. The connection is more of a stretch, but still thinkable. Not
everyone buys into the analogy, but enough do to show Americans remarkably split
on whether the data are fair to use.

Discussion

As corporations harness untold amounts of personal data, this article shows that
everyday Americans make strong moral distinctions among the types of informa-
tion firms use to tailor their treatment of individuals. People largely make these
distinctions according to whether they see data as logically related to the behaviors
companies are trying to predict and whether data sort individuals in morally con-
sistent ways. This article thereby illustrates how two dynamics long studied by
economic sociologists—relational matching and moral categorization—take hold
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in justifying and contesting the fairness of a new, increasingly important mode
of market allocation. At the same time, perceptions about the fair use of many
types of data remain unsettled, with competing ideas about what data mean pulling
Americans’ moral evaluations in different directions.

Companies may take data to be commodities—portable, interchangeable, and
stripped of meaning beyond instrumental utility—but that is far from how con-
sumers see things. This suggests that as the personal data economy continues to
develop, discursive battles are likely on the horizon. If the moral validity of this
new mode of stratification partly hangs on the social meanings people attach to
data, then companies have incentive to work to institutionalize socially acceptable
meanings. Indeed, in the policy debate about car insurers using credit scores, that is
exactly what happened. When arguments about mathematical relatedness failed to
fully convince policymakers that credit scores were fair to use, members of industry
repeatedly explained that credit scores were a signal of personal responsibility,
which is why they predicted insurance claims and could be legitimately used for
that purpose (Kiviat 2019b). Although prior scholarship has suggested that reifying
data as behavioral brings an aura of fairness, this article suggests that a clearer path
is casting data as capturing morally laden aspects of individuals’ dispositions.

While this article offers an important first look at the extent to which everyday
Americans think various sorts of personal data can be fairly used to determine
market outcomes, future research might usefully include other types of justice
concerns. The survey used here offered no information about the procedures used
to collect data (e.g., whether individuals would have to give consent), nor did it
specify what the distributional outcomes of data use would be (e.g., whether certain
groups of people would systematically receive higher or lower prices). A major
concern with personal data use, occluded here, is the potential to reinforce patterns
of racial disadvantage (Barocas and Selbst 2016; Gandy 2009). One question for
future research is how Americans weigh various moral standards: for example, the
extent to which logically related, morally homogenous data lose their luster if they
are known to lead to unequal outcomes by race or sex—or, in the other direction,
if logically unrelated, morally heterogenous data don’t seem so bad if using them
promises to expand the market to previously excluded individuals.

Finally, an important direction for future research is to explore what happens
to moral evaluations when data are used for less institutionalized purposes. As
companies use increasing amounts of personal data, they also make an increasingly
wide range of predictions. Companies want to know who is price sensitive, unlikely
to complain when products disappoint, likely to rack up large penalty fees, and so
on. Insurers, for instance, want to know who will remain loyal in the face of price
increases, and lenders score consumers for profitability in addition to repayment
(Jeanningros and McFall 2020; Kiviat 2019a). Many novel predictions prove contro-
versial when the public finds out about them. Given that the predictions discussed
in this article are generally seen as legitimate ones to make, the findings may, if
anything, overstate how sanguine everyday Americans are on corporate data use.
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Notes

1 I define personal data as information about an identifiable person. I use the words
information and data interchangeably.

2 Data privacy and data use are related but distinct. Privacy-unconcerned individuals may
not care who reads their social media streams, sees their credit scores, or knows they
are divorced but nevertheless think it unfair for such information to be used in deciding
whether they receive jobs, get apartments, or are charged more for products.

3 Other surveys ask people what it would take for them to share data with companies (e.g.,
level of price discount). I do not include those here because participating in a market
and thinking it fair are distinct phenomena (cf. Turow, Hennessy, and Draper 2015).

4 The survey research firm YouGov conducted the survey on the author’s behalf (February
11 to 14, 2019).

5 “Fair” is one of many moral judgments a person may make. I use it here because fairness
is often the main moral claim in discussions of economic practices, including those about
car insurance pricing and consumer lending.

6 Each respondent answered three open-ended questions. All respondents were asked
about a lender and a car insurer’s use of the number of addresses a person has lived at
in the past five years. Respondents were also randomly assigned to explain their answer
to one of six additional data types. These were, for car insurance, credit score (n = 182);
data about slamming on the brakes, turning sharply, and accelerating quickly (n = 183);
and time of day or night one drives (n = 194) and, for lending, on-time payment of bills
for utilities (n = 174), cable TV (n = 184), and childcare (n = 178).

7 The survey was sampled to be representative of the U.S. adult population (based on
the 2016 American Community Survey) by age, gender, race, and education and was
weighted to be representative by age, gender, race, educational attainment, region, and
political orientation using propensity score weighting.

8 For example, regulators have investigated whether car insurers use personal data to
predict price sensitivity rather than risk (Banham 2015).

9 I take inspiration from Swidler’s (1986) use of the word unsettled, but use it in a different
way, referring not to moments of social transformation but rather to objects around
which a population does not hold a consensus view in terms of cultural meaning.

10 In many states, car insurers are allowed to use sex to set prices, although the practice is
controversial.

11 Other, less-frequent explanations of why data were fair to use included the information
being in the public domain, the data being objective, the company having a right to
use the data, the belief that the data signaled particularly bad behavior, the possibility
that using the data would incentivize better behavior, and the assumption that certain
consumers would financially benefit. Some respondents wrote that as long as consumers
consented to data use, it would be fair.

12 Other, less-frequent explanations of why data were unfair to use included privacy
concerns, the possibility for data use to disadvantage certain groups of people such
as minorities or the poor, potential mistakes in the data, the risk of making insurance
unaffordable for certain individuals, the potential for a person to suffer disadvantage
twice from the same event, the fact that there are fairer data to use, and the belief
that people should be free to make life choices as they see fit without those decisions
constraining access to important resources.
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13 Gusfield (1981) nicely shows that the idea that delinquent individuals cause car accidents,
rather than, say, poor road design or automobile safety features, is a social construction
dating back to the 1920s.
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